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Abstract 

In this letter, we realized an enhanced optical rotation of the zero-order 

transmitted light through a silver film with an array of perforated S-shaped holes. 

Different to the previous studies, this effect results from the contribution of both the 

localized surface plasmons (LSPs) and surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). The 

rotation angle can be modulated with the thickness due to the phase-retardation of the 

SPPs when tunneling to the emitted surface. With a sample thickness 245 nm, a 

near-complete cross-polarization conversion (90˚ optical rotation) can be achieved, 

representing a major advance in performance compared to the previously reported 

planar chiral structures. 
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Polarization is an import characteristics of light due to many phenomena 

inherently polarization sensitive. The capability to manipulating the polarization state 

is of high interests for many applications such as polarization controllers and circular 

polarizers for optoelectronic, life science microscopy, and display applications. [1] 

Currently, manipulating polarization may be realized using anisotropic or chiral 

materials, but with specific thickness limitations and quite bulky configurations. [2] In 

order to realize the miniaturization of the devices, some microstructures, such as 

artificial planar chiral structures, [3-9] plasmonic crystals, [10] spiral bull-eye 

structures, [11-15] 3D metamaterials [16, 17], and other planar non-chiral 

metamaterials, [18, 19] have been widely investigated experimentally and 

theoretically. For example, Papakostas et al. [4] have observed polarization 

conversion by metallic gammadion arrays and found rotation in excess of 30˚ in the 

nonzero-order diffraction. Unfortunately, for zero-order transmission only a small 

rotation can be realized (~2˚) with most planar chiral structures [5], which limits its 

applications. For achieving a high rotation in zero-order transmission, some 

multi-layer chiral structures are designed and experimented.[20-24] For instance, Ye 

observed a 90˚ rotation of a bilayered chiral metameterial in the microwave range 

using the transverse magnetic dipole coupling effects.[24] For the optical rotation of 

the single-layer structures, the observed optical rotations are mainly in nonzero-order 

diffraction.  

On the other hand, the periodic perforated metallic structures supporting the 

SPPs and LSPs resonances can bring an enhanced zero-order optical transmission 

[25-26]. People expect to achieve the higher optical rotation utilizing this effect. 

However, the general nanohole structures only supporting the SPPs resonances cannot 

produce optical rotation. However, if the sample has a broken symmetry the optical 

rotation can be realized. For example, by introducing broken time-reversal symmetry 

[27], the polarization conversion can be achieved through dissipative coupling in 

plasmonic nanostructures mimicking the quantum “Hanle effect”. For the structure 

broken metallic samples [28-31], such as the L-shaped nanohole arrays, due to the 



excitation of the LSPs resonances, the induced charges would be displaced not only 

along the direction of the incident field, but also into another direction through the 

bent corner of L (we call it charge transfer), thereby resulting in a polarization 

perpendicular to the driving electric field. Based on the superposition principle, the 

polarization of the zero-order transmitted light would rotate. However, due to the 

limitation of charge transfer, the polarization rotation angle for a single-layer metallic 

structure can not exceed 45˚. A larger rotation than 45˚ would require multi-layer 

structures.[32] 

In this letter, we pointed out that if the SPPs and LSPs resonances can be excited 

simultaneously, utilizing the phase change of the SPPs on the emitted surface, a 

higher optical rotation can be expected with a single-layer perforated metallic 

structure. By a careful design, an enhanced optical rotation in the zero-order 

transmission through a silver film with an array of perforated S-shaped holes has been 

achieved experimentally and theoretically. Increasing the thickness of the metallic 

film to 245 nm would result in a near-complete cross-polarization conversion (90˚). 

Comparing to the conventional planar chiral structures, it has not only a high optical 

rotation but also strong transmission. 
For the conventional optical rotation exhibited by chiral molecules, the rotation 

effect results from the presence of both electric and magnetic responses. It requires 

that an electric (magnetic) dipole moment induced in the molecule be parallel to the 

incident magnet (electric) field. The oscillating electric (magnetic) dipole emits an 

electromagnetic wave with its polarization perpendicular to the incident light. Their 

phase difference and amplitude decides the optical polarization rotation φ and 

ellipticity e (e=a/b, here, a and b are the short and long semiaxes of the polarization 

ellipse). Here in our proposed structure, the polarization rotation is due to the 

superposition of electromagnetic waves emitted by the LSPs and SPPs resonances. Its 

physical mechanism is as follows. When an x-polarized wave is incident normally to 

the sample, the electric field of the transmitted light can be written as 

( , ) cos( ) cos( )out
x y x x y yE r t E E E kz t x E kz t yω ϕ ω ϕ= + = − + + − +        (1) 



where x lspx sppxE E E= +  and y lspy sppyE E E= + , sppE and lspE  are the electric field 

of the electromagnetic wave related to the SPPs and LSPs resonances. Utilizing the 

well-known equation: 
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where the phase difference y xδ ϕ ϕ= − , we can obtain the transmitted polarization 

state. In general, a linearly polarized wave transmitted through the structure will 

become elliptical [1]. When 0 δ π< < , the polarization state is left-handed, which 

corresponds to a clockwise rotation of the electric field vector in the xy plane. 

However, when 2π δ π< < , instead, right-handed. For the LSPs resonances, the 

induced charges have a collective oscillation on whole nanohole walls. Thus, the 

amplitudes of the electric fields at the input and output surfaces are the same (see 

supplemental materials S1). Generally, the SPPs resonances cannot produce optical 

rotation effect, i.e. 0sppyE = . However, when tunneling to the emitted surface 

through the nanoholes, the SPPs waves excited on the incident surface acquires a 

phase variation 0z d zz z dβ β β= =ΔΦ = − = , where β and d are the propagating constant 

of the SPPs in the nanohole and the metallic film thickness, respectively. By 

manipulating the ΔΦ through the sample thickness the polarization of transmitted 

light can be controlled. Further, if 0x lspx sppxE E E= + = , a near-complete 

cross-polarization conversion (90˚) can be obtained. 

The schematic diagram of the designed sample structures and its geometrical 

parameters are shown in Fig. 1, where w=60 nm, R=420 nm, α=88˚, and the period 

p=680 nm. In the experiment, a 100 nm thick silver film was sputtered on a 1 mm 

thick SiO2 substrate. The structures of the metallic film were milled with the focused 

ion beam (FIB) system (strata FIB 201, FEI Co. 30 kev Ga ions). The lower-right 

inset of Fig. 1 is the FIB image. In the polarization rotation investigation, the sample 

was planted on a home-build optical setting with an illumination of a 50W halogen 



lamp. A linearly polarized light was incident normally to the sample plane after being 

slightly focalized by a convex lens. The zero-order transmission was collected by an 

optical spectrum analyzer (ANDO AQ-6315) via a polarization analyzer. The 

schematic of experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.  

In the measurement, the incident light was x-polarized (θ=0˚). By tuning the 

polarization analyzer, the optical transmission can be recorded in any preferred 

polarization angle φ. We use φmax representing the optical rotation angle 

corresponding to the maximum transmittance (i.e. the angle between the long axis of 

the transmitted polarization ellipse and the incident polarization direction). Fig. 2(a) 

shows the transmission spectra with the different φ. There are two transmission peaks 

at wavelength about 875 nm and 1110 nm. For the peak 875 nm, the measured φmax is 

-27˚ and its rotary power ρ (ρ is defined by the rotation angle per unit length) reaches 

up to 2.7×105 deg/mm. However, for the peak 1110 nm, φmax= -41˚ and ρ= 4.1×105 

deg/mm. Their corresponding effective circular birefringence �n=|nl-nr|=ρλ/π=1.3 

and 2.53 are much larger than that of quartz (�n =6.6×10-5 at wavelength 632.8 nm) 

[33], where nl and nr are the effective refraction index of left and right circularly 

polarized light, respectively. 

The optical transmission of our designed sample was calculated using the 

finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) [34]. The dielectric constant of glass 

substrate is εg set as 2.2 and the silver εm is modeled by the Drude model, with the 

plasma frequency of 1.374×1016 rad/s and collision frequency of 2.02×1014 rad/s. The 

calculated results are shown in Fig. 2(b), which agree with the experimental results. 

Corresponding to the experimental transmission peaks, the calculated peaks are 868 

nm and 1089 nm, whose polarization states are left-handed and right-handed, 

respectively [Fig. 2(b)]. And their ellipticities e are 0.026 and 0.027. 

In practical application, a 90˚ polarization rotation is preferred. Generally for 

natural chiral media, the polarization rotation angle has a linear increase with the 

thickness of the sample. Here, we also hope to obtain a high rotation angle through 

increasing the sample thickness. We mainly discuss the optical rotation of the 



resonance peak around 1089 nm. The calculated results are showed in Fig. 3(a). Quite 

different from the conventional chiral media, the polarization rotation angle has a 

nonlinear increasing trend. With a thickness of metallic film 245 nm, a near 90˚ 

optical rotation can be achieved with nearly linear polarization state (e=0.0078). 

When normalized with open areas, the transmission is up to 132.7% much larger than 

the classic Bethe theoretical limits [Fig. 3(b)].  

In order to verify whether the polarization rotation is due to the superposition of 

electromagnetic waves emitted by the LSPs and SPPs resonances, we calculated the 

optical rotation at wavelength range 1000 nm-3000 nm. Figs. 4(a) and (b) are the x- 

and y- component of electric field (Ex and Ey) detected by the probe at the far-field 

with different sample thickness (100 nm and 245 nm). There are two peaks (denoted 

by peaks 1 and 2) in transmission spectra. It can be clearly seen that peak 1 is 

dependent on the thickness while peak 2 is not. Figs. 5(a) and (b) are their electric 

field (Ex and Ey) distributions along the x direction on the emitted (air-metal) surface 

with the sample thickness of 245 nm. Here, the Ex components in the Zones (1) Ex1 

and (2) Ex2 result from the LSPs and SPPs resonances, however, the Ey components in 

the Zone (1) Ey1 only results from the LSPs resonances (here Ey2≈0, because the SPPs 

can not produce the Ey components). Peak 1 is attributed to both the SPPs (1,0) 

resonances in glass-metal surface and the electric quadrupolar LSPs resonances [35]. 

The inset of Figs. 5 is the Ex components of peaks 1 and 2 along the z direction at the 

center of the unit cell. It can be seen that for the peak 1 the Ex component at the two 

sample’s surface (z=0 nm and 245 nm) have an opposite sign due to the phase 

retardation of the SPPs waves. Consequently, on the emitted surface, the Ex1 

component in the zone (1) has almost the same amplitude as the Ex2 in the zone (2) 

but with the opposite sign [Fig. 5(a) and supplemental materials S1]. These act as two 

dipoles whose emitted electromagnetic waves interfere destructively in the far field, 

resulting in a near-zero Ex component [Fig. 4(b)]. However, the Ey components 

coming from the LSPs resonances (Elspy) remain unchanged [Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 5(a)]. 

Based on the above discussions, a near-complete cross-polarization rotation appears. 



The electric field Ex distributions in the Figs. 5(c) and (d) also testify this point. At the 

incident surface (z=0 nm), the Ex1 and Ex2 components have the same sign. However, 

due to the phase retardation of the SPPs waves, on the emitted surface (z=245 nm), 

the Ex1 and Ex2 components have the opposite sign. On the other hand, peak 2 is far 

from the SPPs resonances, therefore it can only be attributed to the dipolar LSPs 

resonances. As a result, the Ex2 components on the two surfaces have the same sign 

[inset of Fig. 5]. Thus, at the emitted surface, the amplitudes of the Ex and Ey 

components almost keep constant with the thickness [see Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 

supplemental materials S1]. Through superposition a transmitted light with a 41˚ 

polarization can be obtained. Its rotation angle remains unchanged with the thickness 

except the resonance peak has a slightly shift and its ellipticity changes from 0.068 to 

0.016 [Figs. 4(c) and (d)].  

Here, the proposed metallic nanohole structures with the enhanced optical 

rotation are different from the widely studied planar chiral structures with the C4 

(fourfold rotational) symmetry about the z axis. Here, the polarization rotation results 

from the superposition of the electromagnetic waves emitted by the LSPs and SPPs 

resonances. As long as the metallic structures can supply the Ey components through 

the LSPs resonances, utilizing the phase retardation of the SPPs wave, one can get any 

desired optical rotation polarization states. This kind of effect can obtain higher 

rotation than that of the metallic planar chiral structures. For example, we also 

investigated other metallic nanohole structures. Fig. 6 shows the experimental and 

calculated results of the periodic metallic M-shaped nanohole structures. Its geometric 

parameters are defined in the inset of Fig. 6(b). The results exhibit a right-handed 

polarization resonance characteristic at wavelength about 1091 nm, where the optical 

polarization rotation angle and ellipticity is -42˚ and 0.073, respectively.  

In conclusion, we have theoretically and experimentally demonstrated enhanced 

optical polarization rotation in single-layer metallic nanohole arrays. Different from 

the previous studies, this effect arises from the superposition of electromagnetic 

waves radiated by the LSPs and SPPs modes. Through changing the sample thickness, 



any desired rotation angles can be achieved. With a sample thickness 245 nm, a 

near-complete cross-polarization conversion in the zero-order transmission can be 

achieved. Our results can be straightforwardly applied to the realization of 

miniaturized optical systems based on optical polarization rotation metamaterials.  
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Figure. 1 Schematic of the experimental setup of the polarized transmission analyses 

for any given polarizer incidence after the sample. Upper-left inset is the designed one 

unit cell, and lower-right inset is a typical FIB image of the sample, where the 

structural parameters are w=60 nm, R=420 nm, α=88˚ nm, and P=680 nm. In the 

experiment, the incident light remains a linear polarization along the x-axis (θ=0˚). 

 



 
 
Figure. 2 (a) and (b) are the experimental and calculated optical transmission with 

different analyzer angle φ. The largest transmission spectra of the peak 868nm occurs 

at φmax=-27˚ and peak 1089 nm occurs at φmax= -41˚. The insets of (b) are the elliptical 

polarization states of two resonance peaks.  
 



 
Figure. 3 (a) the dependence of the polarization rotation angle (black square line) and 

transmissivity (red triangle line) and wavelength of the peak (blue circle line in the 

inset) on the thickness of metallic film. (b) the elliptical polarization states and the 

corresponding ellipticities for the different thickness. 

 



 
 
Figure. 4 (a) and (b) show the calculated electric field Ex (black solid line) and Ey (red 

dash line) components of the transmitted light with different sample thickness. (c) and 

(d) are the elliptical polarization states of peak 2 with the sample thickness of 100 nm 

(c) and 245 nm (d), respectively. 

 

 

 

 



 
Fig. 5. (a) and (b) are the electric field Ex (black solid line) and Ey (red dash line) 

components of peak 1 and 2 on the emitted surface (z=245 nm) along the white dash 

line in the (d). Mark (1) and (2) correspond to the zones (1) and (2) in the (d). The 

inset is the Ex components of peak 1 (red line) and 2 (black line) along the z direction 

at the center of the unit cell. (c) and (d) are the electric field Ex distribution of the 

peak 1 on the incident (z=0 nm) and emitted (z=245 nm) surface, respectively.  



 

Figure. 6 (a) and (b) show the experimental and calculated transmission spectra of 

M-shaped metallic nanohole structures. The incident light polarization is along x-axis 

(θ=0˚). Black solid, red dash and blue short dash dot lines represent the transmission 

spectra of the analyzer φ=0 ˚ , 90˚ , -42 ˚ , respectively. The inset of (a) is the 

experimental FIB image. The insets of (b) are the corresponding elliptical polarization 

state and schematic diagram of the unit cell with the geometric parameters. The 

thickness of the metallic film is 100 nm. 

 
 
 
 


